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REVIEW OF RECENT HALAKHIC
PERIODICAL LITERATURE

ELECTRIC GENERATORS

sources and cites the pertinent halakhc authorities. His conclusions

The religious weekly of the Is~

raeli Ared Forces, Machariyim,

presents, in its issues of June 19
and June 26, 1959, a halakhic anal-

ysis of the permissibilty of tug

are:
"A. Accordig to the Shulchan

Arukh and most of the early
authorities, one is permitted to

extinguish a flame which

off an electric generator on the

might cause public damage,

Sabbath. The question is posed in
striking pragmatic fashion as fol~

danger to lie. If one extin-

lows: "We are members of an ary
settement (N achal) in a border

even when there is no acutal
guishes a flame without in~
tendig to use the coals, then

vilage and have met with a reli-

the action. is regarded as pur-

fid no solution. We have a gén~

by biblical law. (The Torah

gious problem for which we can

erator whose tank holds sufcient
fuel for only eight hours of con-

tiuous operation. We cannot let

the generator ru unti it is exti- .
guished of its own accord (because
of lack of fuel), as this would cause
it to become burt and damaged.

Weare therefore faced with a
choice of either tuing it off ourselves or adding gasoline so that
it wi not go out. The generator is

an absolute necessity since it provides ilumination for security purposes around the settlement. We

poseless and is not forbidden

forbids only purosefu violations of Sabbath law. Consequently, extinguishing a flame

is forbidden only if one intends to make use' of the
product, the coals or other

residue, which remains afterwards. Of course, the action

is stil forbidden by rabbinc
law, even though done without purpose.)

"B. Maimonidés too (who forbids
extinguishing a piece of wood

which is buring even though

simply do not know how to solve
the problem. . . . We await your
speedy reply so that by next Shab.

one has no intention of using
the coal or ash which results)
permits violation of a rabbinic

bat we wil know what has to be

law in order to prev~nt public

done."

The author, unamed, deals at

lengù with the relevant talmudic
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damage. He therefore permits

putting out the me in a burning piece of metal (which he
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considers a rabbinic and not cision of the Shulchan Arukh

a biblical violation). which permits extinguishing a

"C.

Rabbi Hai Gaon and his Harne that theatens public

school consider possible public damage. Moreover, even acdamage as always involving cordig to Maimonides ths

the possibilty of danger to life may be permitted, since we
and therefore they permit ex- are here concerned with the
border settletinguishing a flame on the security of a

otcD.

Sabbath if there is any pos- ment.
sibility of public damage. "H. Permission to turn off the
It is uncertain whether there generator on Shabbat is given

is a biblical violation in tu- only temporarily. A permaing off a motor which is acti~ nent solution can be achieved

vated by electric power. But only by installing an auto-

certainly there is a rabbinic matic clock which wil tu

violation in doing so. off the generator on the Sab~

"E.

It is probable that there is a bath without damage to the
biblical violation involved in motor or the generator itself

tuing off a Diesel engine and without involving Sab-

since turning it off is accom- bath violations."
plished by cutting off the How
of fuel, and ths Is perhaps NON-OBSERVANT TORA READER

similar to the case of one who
removes oil from a burning oû
lamp (an action forbidden on
the Sabbath). But perhaps this

Schif of Caracas, Venezuela, is

case is diferent since in cut-

discussed. Rabbi Schiff asks

ting off the How of fuel one
does not directly extinguish a

(IF.

whether a person who is known to
desecrate the Sabbath publicly may

Harne, . but only indirectly
causes the Harne to go out.

read the Torah for the congrega-

However, this act certainy involves a rabbinic violation.

"in our day one who violates the

If the generator is permitted

keeping open his business on Satu-

to run until all its fuel is

.exhausted, this wil cause a

tion. Rabbi Schif wonders whether
Sabbath law (as for example by
day) is a public desecrator of the

Sabbath (who is considered the

certain and perhaps protracted
delay in restarting it on Saturday night. The resumption of
the security ilumination may

since it is clear that according to

thus be delayed several hours,

to perform a forbidden act on the

. which creates not only the
danger of public damage but
also danger to security from

enemy intrators.
"G.

In Machanayim of July 10, 1959,

a question posed by Rabbi M. D.

In accordance with the above,

we may rely upon the de-

equivalent of an outright apostate) ,
the Halakhah a person who mistakenly thinks that he is permitted
Sabbath is not categorized as a

Sabbath desecrator. Most Sabbath
violators neither comprehend the
gravity of the prohibition they vio-

late, nor do they know the details

of the Sabbath laws, nor do they
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know the penalty for such violation. "
The response to this problem

appears in two sections, one in

siners if they have violated
these laws several ties and

have refused to desist from
such violations when urged to

this issue and the other in the is-

do so. They may not serve as

sue of July i 7, 1959.

Cantors or as readers of the

Afer a careful and comprehen-

Torah or in any capacity

sive citation of the halakhic

wherein they enable the con-

sources, the author reaches the

gregation to perform a reli-

following conclusions:

gious duty. There is here no

"A. He who reads the Torah for

need for a preliminary war-

the congregation ( a Baal
Keriah) is governed by the

witnesses. Such a person may

same laws as a Cantor since

not serve as a Cantor, even

he is instrmental in enabling

the congregation to fulf a
religious obligation. Now-

ing in the presence of two

if only for a single service.

"D. On the other hand, we are

adays, he is even more im-

permitted to call to the Torah
Sabbath violators who come

portant than a Cantor because

to the Synagogue, relying on

today the Cantor no longer

Maimonides who rules, in his
Iggeret ha-Shemad, section

relieves any member of the
congregation of his responsi-

Kiddush ha-Shem, that 'it is

bility to pray individually (because nowadays everyone

also improper to repulse dese-

can read Hebrew). The Baal
Keriah, however, does ful

scorn them; rather should we

a religious obligation for the

entire congregation which it
cannot itself fulfl (since most
people are not suffciently

crators of the Sabbath and to
draw them close to us and en-

courage them to observe the
commandments. Our Rabbis,
may their memory be a blessing, have already explained

skiled to read in the Torah

that if a will violator of J ew-

scroll) .
('B. All
those who may not serve

ish laws comes to the synagogue to pray we should wel-

as Cantors because of viola-

come hi and not treat hi

tions of religious law which
they may have committed, (as

disrespectully.'
"E. According to most halakhic

is explained in Shulchan Arukh

authorities, the congregation is

Orach Chayyim, Section 53

not obligated to hear the bless-

paragraph 4-25) are likewise

ings uttered by the oleh, (he

forbidden to serve as readers

who is called to the Torah).
The congregation is only re-

of the Torah in the Synagogue.
"C. Public desecrators of the Sab-

bath, even of rabbinic prohibitions, and also those who
nowadays claim that the actions they perform are permitted, are to be adjudged
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quired to hear the reading of
the Torah. Therefore, an oleh

is not considered analogous to
a Cantor (who performs a religious function for the con-

gregation), since nowadays an
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oleh does not read the Torah were issued by the Interior Min~
but merely recites the bless- istr of the Israel Governent that
ings before and after the read- any person who claimed that he
ing. In addition, even if the was a Jew should be so designated

òleh reads the section to which on his identity card which every

he has been called, he need Israeli must carr at all ties. In
not meet the religious qualif- addition, if a Jewish husband and
cations of a Cantor, since he his non-Jewish wife came before
reads only one portion. This the Minstr to register their child,
we lear from the custom in they were permitted to declare him

the days of the Talmud when Jewish, even though according to
each person read his own por- the Halakhah the child in matters

tion when he was called to of religion follows the faith of the
the Torah. In those days even mother. The bitter dispute result-

a minor was permitted to read ing from th last provision led to
from the Torah despite the the resignation of the National Refact that, accordig to the ligious Part from the governent.

Halakhah, a minor cannot Their recent reentr into the

penorm a religious duty for coalition resulted in the immeadults. Therefore, we see that diate revocation of this rulig.
a person called to the Torah Party to blunt some of the sharp

does not have to meet the criticism which was directed at his
qualifcations of a Cantor and government from all parts of the
we are permitted to call to world, Mr. Ben Gurion wrote to a

the Torah one who desecrated number of Jewish personalities in
the Sabbath, according to the Israel and in other countries askig

opinon of Maimonides cited that they express their opinion on
above. Certainly a boy on the the question of the registration of
Sabbath of his Bar Mitzvah is such children.
permitted to read the maftir, Rabbi Goren in a clear, dispas~
since the maftir is not an in~ sionate manner shows, by quotations

tegral part of the Torah read- from the Bible, the Prophets, and
ing but an addition to it." the Writings, that the offspring of

a Jew and a non-Jewess is non-

"WHO is A JEW?"

Jewish and must formally convert
in order to be considered a Jew.

In the issue of M achanayim of

A valid conversion requires: 1 )

August 21, 1959, we fid a letter

acceptance of the commandments

of Rabbi Solomon Goren, Chief

Chaplain of the Israel Ared

of the Torah, in the presence of

Forces, to Prime Minister David

sion; and 3) circumcision, in the

Ben Gurion. The letter is a response

to Mr. Ben Gurion's request for
Rabbi Goren's opinion on the conarose recently in
Israel on the question 'Who is a
troversy which

Jew?" At that tie, instrctions

thee witnesses; 2) ritual immercase of males.

No conversion can be valid if the
would-be convert declares that he
wil not accept the Jewish faith

and only wishes to join the Jewish
nation. Even a convert who de307
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dares his readiness to accept the

entire Torah except for one item is
not accepted.

faith and retur to his original
non-Jewish status.

3) When the minor has no par-

The importance of ritual immer-

ents and comes himself to the

sion in conversion is based on the

Beth Din to be converted.
Here the Beth Din performs

resemblance of the convert to the

Jew who stood at Sinai and prepared himself to receive the Torah.
Just as our ancestors entered into

the covenant with the Alighty

though self-purifcation by ritual

the act of conversion as proxy

for the parents and in ths

case too the child is free to
renounce his conversion when

immersion, so must a non-Jew who

he reaches majority. (However,
if upon reaching his thireenth

wishes at any time to adhere to

birday, the convert acted in

this ancient covenant purify him-

accordance with Jewish law,

self similarly by ritual immersion.

thereby demonstratig hi
acceptance of his Jewish

Circumcision is of course the
prime symbol of the covenant of
the Jew with his Creator.

status, he cannot thereafter renounce the conversion.)

According to the Halakhah, con-

"In each of the thee cases men-

version must be an act which the
convert enters into freely. A minor

tioned above of conversion of minor

cannot of course make the serious

the child to accept formally the

children, there is no necessity for

decision necessary for a free act of

commandments nor is there any

conversion. According to the Hala-

need to inorm him of them. Since,
in the case of a minor, ritual im-

khah, there are three possible ways
in which a minor can be converted
to Judaism:

mersion is performed as an act of

i) When the parents convert and

mandments is no longer a necessary
pre-condition of conversion. But the

convert their minor child at the
same time. In such a case, the
Halakhah asserts that the child
is "satisfied with the act of his
parents." But here too the accepted Halakhah permits the
child to renounce hi Jewish

faith, if he so desires, when he
reaches his majority àt the age
of thireen.

a Beth Din, acceptance of the com-

child must undergo the accepted
conversion practices of circum-

cision and ritual immersion."
There is no possibilty of con-

version to the nation as distinct
from the faith of IsraeL. Stringly,
Rabbi Goren ilustrates this point

with the statement.. of Ruth the
Moabite, a convert, that "thy nation

2) When the parents wish to con-

shall be my nation and thy G-d my

vert the minor child but do

G-d." He warns that no govern-

not themselves convert. In this
case, it is generally considered

ment has the legal or moral right

that the Beth Din performs the

version sanctifed by three thousand

act of conversion on behalf of

years of Jewish acceptance and

to destroy laws and customs of con-

the child. Again, when he practice.
The author sees also the danger
reaches the age of thireen,
the child can reject the Jewish
S08

that "registration of non-JewiSh
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children of mixed marriages as

Jews by the State of Israel in oppo.
sition to Jewish tradition . . . wil

be interpreted thoughout the entire Jewish world as an action

which demonstrates that the Gov-

Al conversions should be carried
out .only according to the Halakhah

and only before a rabbinic Beth

D.m."

TEFILLIN

The Elut 5719 issue of Ha-da-

ernment of Israel approves the assimilation of Jews" by this implicit
approval of mixed marriages. "Be-

which deal with problems of practical Halakhah. Rabbi David Rack-

cause the masses. of the Jewish
people in the Diaspora wil never

man, with reference to the obligation of putting on tefillin, discusses

accept the view that what is forbidden to them is neverteless per-

mitted and justifed, as it were, in
the State of Israel," ths is a step

which threatens Jewish surival.
Rabbi Goren objects also to the
government regulation which permits an adult to be registered as a
Jew in Israel simply by so declaring
himseH. "If a gentile were to come
along and declare ~in all sincerity'
that he was a Jew and was not an
adherent of any other faith, would
he be converted into a Jew by such

rom contains a number of artcles

the problem of a man whose left
hand is entirely paralyzed. Is such
a person required to perform the

daily commandment of binding the
phylacteries on his hand? According
to the Halakhah, a person who has

only one arm is not required to
bind thetefillin on the remaining

limb. Is an arm which is paralyzed

the equivalent of one which has
been amputated or is it considered
equivalent to a sound limb and
therefore Bt for tefillin?
Rabbi Rackman cites the opinion

a declaration?" Rabbi Goren asks

of Rabbi Meskin who had posed

priate changes to meet the demands

this problem in his volume Even
Yaakov and who had concluded

rhetorically. He requests approof the Halakhah, in the registration
of adults as well.

Rabbi Goren concludes that "in
the light of all that has been said,

that such an individual is exempt

from the obligation of wearing the
tefZlin of the hand. His reasoning

was based on the talrudic princi-

the Governent of Israel must ple, derived from a discussion of
promise and :fly establish that certain laws of the Temple sacrithe regulations concerning registra-

Bees of fowl, that a completely par-

tion of the population, of adults as

alyzed wing is equivalent to one

well as of minors, shall be identical

which has been amputated. By

with Jewish Halakhah and tradi-

analogy, then, a person whose left

tion, so that no mature person shall
be registered as a Jew solely on

hand has been completely paralyzed is considered as not having a
left hand "and the Torah, said 'it
shall be a sign upon your hand:
and we consider as a hand only
one which can perform the func-

the basis of his personal declara-

tion. Wherever any doubt arises
whether a person is really a Jew,
lIe. should be required to verify the
matter with clear proofs or by producing reliable documents which

tions of a hand."

are recognized by the Halakhah.

Rabbi Mosheh Feinstein who, in

Rabbi Rackman also quotes
309
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his volume Iggerot Mosheh, discus- gated to put on the tefillin of the
sed the same problem and reached hand... because only a person

the same conclusion as did Rabbi who actually has no hand is exempt

Meskin. Rabbi Feinstein, however, from th obligation."
adds the fuer condition that the
hand must be so completely para-

HOT WATER ON TH SABBATH

lyzed that no blood wil issue fort

even if it should be cut.
Rabbi Rackman disagrees with

The same issue of Ha-darom

contains an article by Rabbi S.

the conclusions of both scholars

Hibner which deals with an im-

and maintains that the laws of tefl-

portant and generally overlooked

lin difer from those which apply
to Temple sacrifces. With regard

area of practical Halakhah. Is a
Jew permitted to use the water

to the latter, paralysis of a wing
can be considered as the equivalent

from the hot water faucet on the
Sabbath? Is he even permitted to

of its amputation since only a

tu on the hot water faucet?

bird whose major organs are intact

When one opens the faucet, water

may be offered upon the altar.
However, with regard to tefillin,

the Halakhah only requires that
there exist an arm upon which the

from the hot water tank is drawn
off. Then cold water automatically
enters the tank, lowering the tem-

tefiIlin_.can be bound. The existence

peratue in it. In automatic gas and
oil systems, the reduction in tem-

of the arm, not its effectiveness, is

peratue triggers a heating appara-

the important consideration.

To buttess this distinction the

tus which proceeds to warm the
water to the pre-set level. In a coal

author cites a talmudic source,

system, the water is continually

Menachot 37, which brings an

being heated. Cooking or boilg is

opinion that even a person whose

among the labors forbidden on the

hand is maimed is obliged to lay
the tefillin. That ths is not a very
strong proof can, however, be seen

bidden to 6l a pot with cold water

Sabbath. We know that it is for-

chan, Orach Chayyim Chapter 27,

and to place it on the stove on Saturday. Should we not also forbid
using the hot water tap on the Sab-

par 5 ff.. which indicates plainy

bath, since its use wil inevitably

by reference to Arukh H a-shul-

that the Halakhah has rejected the
reasoning of this particular opinion
cited in the Talmud.

lead to a prohibited act, that of
heating previously uncooked water?
Rabbi Hibner cites an unamed

Rabbi Rackman also quotes from

scholar who permitted the use of

the Code of Maimonides (H il. Ava-

hot water from the tap on the

dim, 5: 6) a law concerning the

Sabbath. He then proceeds to an-

manumission of non-Jewish slaves
which clearly indicates that a useless organ is not considered to be

alyze the four categories of argu-

missing. He also cites the book

rect. His conclusions are:
1) It is forbidden to open the hot

Amudei Or whièh declares unequivocally "that even if his left
hand is paralyzed, a man is obli-
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ments and concludes that in every
case the lenient opinion is incorwater faucet on the Sabbath,

even. though this act in itself,
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without reference to the train ter of the use of hot water from
of events which it precipitates, the tap on the Sabbath.

is entiely innocent. The viola- 2). It is tre that when a person
tion enters into consideration tuns on the hot water faucet

only when we take into account on the Sabbath, he is not conthe fact that the cold water cerned whether cold water does

which was drawn into the tank or does not enter the tank to reis heated on the Sabbath. Thus place the hot water drawn off.
we are dealing in this case with His only concern is the hot wa-

two distinct deeds, one permit- ter which he wishes to use.
ted and the other forbidden, Neverteless, his act is forbid-

both performed by one action: den at least by Rabbinic law.

that of tug on the hot water This derives from the principle

tap. that an act, permitted in itseU,
There are halakhic author- which inevitably and inexorably

ities, following the Rashba (R. leads to the performance of an
Solomon Ibn Aderet), who see act forbidden by Torah law, is

no Sabbath violation in such a prohibited even when the ineviconcatenation of actions, if the table result is not desired and

original intention of the person indeed deplored by the doer.
was entiely or primarily di- In this case it wil however be
rected to the permitted deed. forbidden by Rabbinic decree,

Rabbi Hibner disagrees with although not by Biblical law.
this point of view, basing his Here) Rabbi Hibner does not
case priarily on the law in seem to deal clearly with the

Tractate Shabbat 120b, which arguents of the anonymous
discusses whether one is per- lenient authority. The latter ar-

mitted to open a door into a gues that since the prohibition
room when there is a £re bur- in this case is Rabbinic, because

ing in a £replace opposite the the forbidden act is not desired

door. The Halakhah forbids by the person who causes it, it

openig the door because this is a lesser degree of prohibition.

may permit a draft of air to To th may be added the opin. enter which could either extin- ions of the authorities) noted

guish the fie or fan it, both of above, who permit performing

these being forbidden actions an act which leads to two or
on the Sabbath. (The case dis- more deeds, so long as the incussed is one where the door tention of the doer was entirely
of the room leads directly to or primarily directed to the per-

the outside of the house.) Here mItted deed. Why not effec-

too there are two actions: the tively invoke th additional
opening of the door which is principle, £rst expounded by

permitted and the effect on the the Rashba, in our case, since

me which is forbidden. Rabbi we are here concerned with a
Hibner maintains that the Ha- Rabbinic violation, not one
lakhah in this particular case from the Torah?

should be our guide in the mat- Rabbi Hibner seems to Wl311
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derstad that the lenient au-

Sabbath. This is, in other

thority wishes to permit the use

words, the author's judgment

of the water on the Sabbath

on the degree of imediacy in-

merely because it is prohibited

volved in the act we are con-

only by Rabbinic decree. Thi

sidering.

does not seem to be the case

In addition, automatic oil

from a study of Rabbi Hibner's
own citation of the other opin-

systems would alo involve the
generation of electrcity to heat

ion, which appears clearly to

the cold water enterig the

indicate that both factors are

tank. This is another act prohibitedon the Sabbath.

,being invoked in conjuncton
with each other in order to lead

Finally, Rabbi Hibner concludes

to a conclusion permitting use
of the water: a) The prohibi~

that even though, in his opinion, a

tion againt tug the tap is

Rabbinic, not Biblical, and b)
since it is of lesser gravity, we
may here accept the Rashba's

Jew is himself forbidden to turn on
the hot water on the Sabbath, he
:may neverteless tell a non-Jew
to tu it on for him and use the
water which comes fort. Since the

rug and permit the action act of tuing on the faucet is itself
outright (the Rashba himself

would be permissive even if the
prohibition were Biblical in or-

permitted and the prohibition stems
from the inevitable chain of events

which is thereby precipitated, we

igin.) This inclination for a len-

çan apply the rue of the Magen

ient decision by embracing two

Avraham that in such a case one

component leniencies, even
where each individually might
not be accepted as normative, is
standard halakhic procedure.
3) It is forbidden to boil water on

is permitted to tell the non-Jew
diectly to perform the action for

him.
BLESSING OF THE KOHAIM

the Sabbath. This is the opinion

of all the accepted authorities.

A third highly interestig article

4) In our case, the person who

in this issue of H a-darom is the

merely an indirect agent who

Lamm, Editor of TRAITION, of the

causes water to be boiled. As
soon as he tus the faucet, hot

lates Jewish law rie to bless the

tus on the faucet is not discussion by Rabbi Norman
question: may a Kohen who vio-

water leaves the tank and cold

congregation (as part of the repe-

water enters in its place and is

tition of the M usaf service on fes-

heated. "The entr of the fist

tivals)? This ceremony is known

flow of water into the heatig

as nesiat kapayim, lig the hands

ta is the imediate act of the
person opening the faucet and
certainy is considered his di-

to bless the congregation.

rect act." Since he would be

Rabbi Lamm diplays a keenly
analytical and original approach to
the problem. He points out that "it

the direct cause of heating the

is already a widespread custom

water, he is forbidden to tu
the hot water faucet on the

that Kohanim who do not observe
the Sabbath or Jewih law in gen-
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eral do not rise to dukhen (bless the Torah, such as the law against
the congregation). As a result the theft for example, has committed

number of Kohanim who partici. a sin but is neverteless permitted
pate in the ceremony of blessing to dukhen.
the congregation is steadily diin- However, "a Kohen who violates

ishing and most of those who stil biblical prohibitions especially diparticipate are hoary with age." rected at Kohanim, such as marry-

(Since the Sabbath is the memorial ing a woman whom he is forbidden

of the creation of the unverse by to marry or defiing hiself by
the Alighty, Jewish law regards proxiity to the dead, should, in

the Sabbath violator as one who my opinon, be forbidden to par-

has denied the very exitence of ticipate in blessing the congrega-

the Creator. Therefore, one who tion, according to the opinion of
desecrates the Sabbath in effect has the Rashba, the M aharya and the

cast off all Jewish law.) decision of the Shulchan Arukh.

Rabbi Larm's analysis divides Psychologically, too, it is wiser to
the problem of participation in prevent them from participatig in
nesiyat kapayim into two part. this important mitzvah since they
First, what is the law with regard refuse to accept the responsibilty

to a Kohen who openly desecrates and diciplie of their position as
the Sabbath; and secondly, what is Kohen. If we granted them, with~
the law with regard to a Kohen out any obligations on their par,
who violates biblical laws speci- the prerogatives of Kohanim, they

fically .diected at Kohanim, such as wOtÙd only come to despise it al-

the law forbidding a Kohen to together."

marry a divorcee or the law forbiddig a Kohen to defie himself
by approaching a corpse.
Rabbi Lamm concludes that, in

Rabbi B. Z. Goldzweig of Mon-

general, a Sabbath violator today
cannot be considered one who de-

treal, Canada, poses a delicate
problem in the JulY 1959 issue of

liberately and brazenly and willly
tramples upon what is most sacred

Ha-pardes. A young woman from

to the faith. "In our time, most of

that in Hungary she had lived with

CIVIL MARGES

Hungary came to him and related

. the people are to our sorrow not

a man as his wife, although no

Sabbath observers and they dese-

formal marriage ceremony had

crate it without knowing the gravity of their misdeed and what it is

praètice in Hungary according to

they desecrate. Therefore, contem-

been performed. Instead, as is the

her story, she and the man had

porary violation of the Sabbath

gone to the appropriate govern-

. cannot be regarded as the symbol

ment offce and stated their inten-

of a formal cleavage from the

tion to live together. Their names

Jewish ranks. Instead, we must
consider a Sabbath violation as
though it represented violation of

were then entered in a register by

only one law of the Torah." A

Afer some tie, during which

Kohen who has violated a law of

she and the man lived as husband

a goveriuent offcial and they left
to begin their lives together.
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and wife, the two decided to separate. Once again they went to the

tent on the man's part nor witnes-

ses to their yichud, nor did the man

governent offce and obtained a perform any ceremony of marriage.
document, this time attesting to Why then should we render it imtheir separation.

possible for her to marr since the

The woman asked Rabbi Goldzweig whether she was permitted

man who had lived with her disappeared and his whereabouts are

to marr without obtaining a get

unown?" The author points out

(religious divorce) from her for-

that even if we could contact the

mer parer in Hungary. She

stressed that she had not been
married to this man by a religious
ceremony nor had the man at any

time uttered any statement to the
effect that he was takig her as his
wife. (Such a statement, if made
before two valid witnesses, would
legitiize a liaison, accordig to the

Halakhah, even in the absence of a
Rabbi.)
The author cites relevant tahnudic sources to show that even when

man, he could not assist in any
way, since the Hungarian government dOès not permit the grantig

of divorces, merely a document

statig that a man and woman who
had been living together have. de.
cided to go their separate ways.

However, the author does not

resolve the matter at this point
'since he feels that the woman,

though she may not be a wie,

should perhaps be legally considered a pûegesh or concubine. Ac-

a man and a woman admit having

cordig to some halakhc author-

had sexual relations, we do not
consider them marred uness in-

ities, a concubine too requires a
get to regain her freedom.

tially the man had stated before

Consequently, Rabbi. Goldzveig

valid witnesses, to the woman, that

bis to the great scholars to deter-

he was taking her as hi wife. The

Th serves as a symbolic act that
they now begin their lives to-

mine how the woman may be freed
from the anomalous status of agunah, a woman in effect without a
husband but who is yet considered
marred.
In the same issue. of H a-pardes,

witnesses must then also be present
at the act of yichud, the withdrawal

of the couple alone into a chamber.
gether, as a household unto them-

there is a short article by Rabbi J.

selves. The need for the statement

E. Henkin of N ew York City sum-

on the man's part in the presence

marizing briefly what he had writ-

of witnesses applies even in a case

ten in the past about similar cases.

woman insist that they consider

marriage ceremony is concerned

themselves married to each other.

solely with creating the legal bond

Rabbi Goldzveig therefore sug-

which unites husband and wife

where both the man and the

Rabbi Henkin writes that the

gests that perhaps the woman in

"and nowhere in the Talmud do we

this case should be permitted to
marry without regard to her ex-

find that it must include the specifc intention (to wed) caccording

perience in Hungary since "there

to . the law of Moses and Israel:"

were no witnesses, neither witnesses to a statement of marriage In-

It must, however, include the un-
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derstandig that the woman is now
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forbidden in marriage to any other
male. A marriage before a civil
cour creates as valid a marriage tie
as a marriage performed according
to religious ritual, provided of
course that all the conditions of

Jewish marriage are met, viz., that
in the presence of halakhically valid

witnesses the groom gave to the
bride either some object of value or

a document containing a declaration of marriage on his part. The
witnesses are vital because a man
may perform all the formalities of
a Jewish religious marrage and yet

the Jewish communty that the man

is living with the woman as her
husband.

Rabbi Henkin concludes, however, that his artcles were a gen'eral halakhic discussion of the
validity of civil marriages and that
any specifc problem should be
brought before a qualifed Beth
Din for its judgment.

THE FAST DAYS AN ISRAL
Since the establishment of the

State of Israel in 1948, the question

the marriage wil be void if valid

has been asked whether Jews

witnesses are not present. There-

should not cease to observe the

fore if the marraige ceremony in a
civil cour had not been performed
accordig to the conditions of Jew-

ish marriage, it is invalid. What is
the status of such a couple if, des.

pite the invalid marriage ceremony,
they live together as man and wife?
If they live among non-Jews and

their liaison is not common knowledge among their fellow Jews, their

cohabitation is not considered marriage and the woman does not need

a religious divorce in order -to re.
marr. But if after the invalid civil
ceremony the Jewish couple dwelt
as man and wife amongst Jews,

they are considered legally married

and the get is required in order to

four minor fast days, the 17th of
Tammuz, the 9t of Av, the Fast
of Gedaliah on the 3rd of Tishre,

and the iOth of Tevet. These fast
days are all related to the destrction of the Temples in Jerusalem

and to the loss of independence of
the Jewish nation. Now that an independent Israel is again a reality

should we not cease to mour its
past destrction and loss of independence?
Rabbi Yehudah Gershuni discusses the problem in the Elul 5719

issue of Or H a-mizrach. He first
cites the Mishnah in Rosh H ash

a-

nah 18 which discusses the fact

dissolve their relationship. The

that these fast days, with the exception of Tisha E' av (the 9th of

Jewih community as a group are

Av), do not seem to have been

considered the witnesses who ren-

der the marriage valid. Non-Jews

cannot be valid witnesses to events

requied by Jewish law. In the
latter case, when the couple lives
among Jews, they are considered

married though they may be

known to be most licentious and

permissive in sexual matters, as
long as it is common knowledge in

observed at all times. The Talmud
says: "Rabbi Pappa said, ~This is

what it means: when there is
peace, these days wil be occasions

of rejoicing; when there is persecution by foreign governents,
they are days of fastig; when

there is neither peace nor persecu-

tion by foreign governents, then
each person may decide for him-
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self whether or not he wishes to

fast.' "
Rashi explains the words ('when

there is peace" to mean "a time

when non-Jewish nations do not

ing which it is forbidden to fast on
the four minor fast days.
Rabbi Gershuni then quotes the
commentary of Maimonides to the

Mishnah
of Rosh Hashanah that
((during the days of the second

rule over IsraeL" Rabbi Gershuni

derives from the language of Rashi
that ((we must conclude that since
there now exists an independent

Israel, there is nO longer any rea-

Temple it was not compulsory to
fast on the tenth of Tevet or on

the seventeenth of Tammuz, but
each person decided for himself

son to fast and the days should

whether or not to fast. . . . The

become days of rejoicing. Even

Lord says in Zechariah 8, 'Thus

though the Holy Temple has not

saith the Lord of Hosts; the fast of

been rebuilt, yet the State of Israel

the four month, and the fast of

is not controlled by a non- Jewish

the fift, and the fast of the sev-

nation and we are in control of our

own destinies."
Rabbi Gershuni would apply this
ruling even to the observance of

the Fast of Tisha B' Av which the
Talmud considers a more stringent

fast day because "numerous tragic
events occurred on it," among them
the destruction of both the fist and
the second Temples, the capture

of Betar and the plowig under of
the city of Jerusalem by the Ro-

mans to prevent its resettlement.
Rabbi Gershuni points out that the

unhappy preeminence of Tisha
B' A v only applies ((in a time when
there is neither peace nor war i but

enth, and the fast of the tenth,
shall be to the house of Judah joy
cheerful feasts:
and gladness, and

It appears as though He gave to
Israel the choice whether to fast
or not . . . and even though they

could have chosen not to fast on

Tisha B'Av (the fast of the fift)
as mentioned above, they did fast
because of the many mourul calamaties which took place. on it as
is explained in Tractate Taanit."

(According to Maimonides, then,
the fast of Tisha B'Av was ob-

served even during the days of the
second Temple.)

Rabbi Gershuni derives from the
words of Maimonides that "every-

in a time of peace the prophet

thing depends upon whether or

Zechariah said clearly that the fast

not a non-Jewish nation rues the

of the fifth month (A v) wil be- land of IsraeL. Upon this alone de~
come for the house of Israel an pends whether a period is 'a time
occasion for rejoicing, and Rashi of peace' when the fast days bedefines a time of peace as that pe-

riod when non-Jews do not rule
IsraeL" Rabbi Gershuni adds the
additional opinion, derived from
study of the talmudic sources, that
according to Rashi the existence of
the Temple even at a time when
Israel is not independent is also
considered "a time of peace" dur-
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come 'joy and gladness.' But the
rebuidig of the Temple alone

without Jewish independence is not
suffcient to designate a period as

(a time of peace.'" Therefore, during the period of the second Temple, Jews continued to fast on Ti8ha
B' Av because "for almost the entie

time of the second Temple's exist-
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ence, they were under the rue of quite simply why the minor fasts,
non-Jews, except durg the brief with the exception of Tisha B'Av,

period of the Hasmoneans." While were not compulsory during the
Israel was rued by "Persia, Greece, days of the Second Temple. At that
or

Rome, then each Jew decided time, as Rabbi Gershun has

fòr .himelf whether or not. to fast pointed out, the nation was not
even though the Temple stood. But realy independent, but under the

in the period of Hasmonean rue control successively of Persia,
when Jews were actually independ- Greece, and Rome. But, durg the
law relating to ca tie of Hasmonean period, both conditions
peace' applied and they did not were fulled: national independent, the

fast on Tisha B'Av." ence was a reality and the Temple
man

Several years ago, Rabbi Nor- existed. Therefore, Rabbi Lamm
Lamm discussed the same would explain, the period of Has-

problem in hi article .'Tisha B'Av monean rule was considered "'a
Today" in Jewish Lite of August tie of peace," and fastig even on

1956.' Tisha B'Av was forbidden.

Rabbi Lamm deals, of course, Rashi's opinion is unclear since

with the same basic sources quoted at one point he emphasizes only
by Rabbi Gershuni. His conclusions national independence and at an. are, however, less startg. other the existence of the Temple.

As we have seen,' Rabbi Gersb- Rabbi Lam therefore reaches no
uniinterprets Rashi as saying that defiite conclusion as to Rashi's
either the

exitence of the Temple viewpoint in this matter.

or national independence is neces- However, from the analyses dissary if any period is to be considered cussed above it would seem pre-

,ca time of peace." He inteiprets 'matue, without much fuer se-

the opinion of Maimonides as lay- rIous halakhc discussion, to make

ing sI!ess entirely on national in- any changes in what has been
dependence without reference to sanctifed by many centuies of

the existence of the Temple. pious observance.
Rabbi Lamm, in his brief discus- In addition, Rabbi Gershuni him-

sion, presents a point of view self cites outstanding authorities,
which seems to inere more logic- among them the Ritva, the Ram-

ally in the sources quoted. In his ban, and the Rav in hiscommenanalysis of the statement of Mai~ tary to the Code o£Maimonides,

monides which has already been who defie cCa tie of peace" as
quoted, (Ca tie of peace" would dependent entiely upon the rebe defied as that period when buidig of the Temple, without

both conditions pertin- the J ew- regard to the exitence or. nonish nation is independent and the existence of an independent Jewish
Temple stands. This would

explain state. .
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